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Disclaimer:

To be clear, this topic is not about demonizing sex, fear-mongering, or being “prude” or

“rigid”, nor shaming anyone (some people tend to use this information to justify their

disgust about “sex” like a religious judgment and shadow-project onto others, re-

enforcing the collective shame/guilt programming around sex), but about shedding some

light into the dark side of sexual bonding on an astral/energetic level that most people

are not aware of in our “swipe-left-Tinder” over-sexualized cult-ure and also in some of

the “Tantra/Sacred Sex” communities. Sexual energy is very powerful for better or worse

and one of the primary control mechanisms of the Hyperdimensional Matrix

(https://veilofreality.com/2017/01/29/the-perilous-path-towards-awakening/)  for occult

hostile forces to feed upon.)

In this day and age, there is more and more talk about “Sacred Sexuality” and “Tantra”.

Many of these teachings and workshops can help people to work through their sexual

wounds, trauma, shame, and guilt and that is encouraging to see. Education and open

discussion about sexuality are very important as part of our healing and awakening

journey. However, I’ve noticed that the emphasis in the Neo-Tantra world is oftentimes on

reaching powerful orgasms (multi-orgasms), sexual bliss, feeling sexy, having great sex

and basically sexual energetics alone with a vague and often over-simpli�ed idea of “love”

and “heart connection”.

In the end “sex sells” in whatever form (be it in advertisements to make you buy a product

you don’t need or as “spiritual teachings” to promise you sexual bliss and potency). It is

important to keep in mind that many of these tantric teachings have become distorted,

diluted, and “hijacked” by others to put their spin on things, without considering some

deeper aspects of our reality. Tantra in the pop-spiritual world seems to be solely

equated with sexual energy/sexuality and has not much to do with the true Tantric

teachings anymore.

https://veilofreality.com/2017/01/29/the-perilous-path-towards-awakening/


As it is the case with most ancient esoteric knowledge and teachings, suppression and

distortion of knowledge and occult laws is the name of the game by the Matrix Control

System over thousands of years; just as what we see today as “Yoga” in the modern world

that has become a billion-dollar industry, leaving out immense Knowledge of the deeper

esoteric teachings of yoga (https://veilofreality.com/the-hidden-forces-of-life-by-sri-

aurobindo/) (for there is way more to yoga than the physical asana practice and 101 yoga

philosophy you get at a yoga teacher training), so it is with Tantra teachings.

A complete spiritual/esoteric teaching will not only show you and teach you “the way out”

and the path towards union with the Divine and truly transmute the sexual center (going

beyond pleasure/desire) but also the traps and pitfalls from a non-physical perspective,

beyond psychology or social/cultural wounding and programming, i.e the hidden (occult)

forces that can in�uence our sexual desires we may mistake as our “own”.

Leaving out the “dark side of sexuality” from this astral perspective can result in

normalizing all kinds of sexual behaviors that resemble more predatory in�uenced

desires mistaken as “healthy sexual feelings” or is seen as “sacred sex”. This happens a lot

in Tantra communities, polyamory circles and so-called “conscious festivals”, where

people often feed o� of the attention of the other sex or engage in sexual feeding,

justifying “sex addiction” through spiritual terms, when in fact “something else” is working

through them.

But this is tricky territory, for any “Sex Educator” or “Tantric Teacher” who would bring

awareness to this topic could be blamed as a “fear monger”, judged as a “crazy person”

and it would most likely not help him/her to become more popular, especially if said

person is very identi�ed with his/her career and public image as a teacher (the trap of

self-importance) and money-driven.

Distortion of sexual energy is one of the prime control mechanisms of the Matrix and its

hyperdimensional architects. It should be no surprise then, that tantric sexual teachings

have also been corrupted to vector the seeker astray and away from the true power of

our sexuality when expressed in union with the Divine.

https://veilofreality.com/the-hidden-forces-of-life-by-sri-aurobindo/


It’s really a matter of integrity and truth, not shying away from anything that may sound

“disturbing”, but to educate oneself about it and bring it to light, for that is what “being

conscious” implies, especially when attempting to teach others about conscious sex and

sexuality. It also requires vulnerability, humility and radical honesty with oneself. We are

all works in progress and the learning never stops. Conscience, Truth (whatever it may

turn out to be) and Aspiration to the Divine are the main ingredients for the sincere

seeker, student, and teacher alike who wishes to awaken and help others to awaken as

well.

So, here some quotes and excerpts from various sources relating to this topic:



“The openness and surrender during sexual intercourse can allow the exchange of

attached entities between two people. The thoughts, desires and behaviors of an

attached entity are experienced as the person’s own thoughts, desires and behaviors. The

thoughts, feelings, habits and desires do not seem foreign if they have been present for a

long time, even from childhood. This is a major factor in the widespread denial of the

concept and lack of acceptance of the phenomena of discarnate interference and spirit

attachment, obsession, or possession.”

– Dr. William Baldwin, Spirit Releasement Therapy (https://veilofreality.com/spirit-possession-

syndrome/)

“Pay attention to whom you share your intimate energy with. Intimacy at this level

intertwines your aural energy with the aural energy of the other person. These powerful

connections, regardless of how insigni�cant you think they are, leave spiritual debris,

particularly within people who do not practice any type of cleansing, physical, emotional

or otherwise.

The more you interact intimately with someone, the deeper the connection, and the more

of their aura is intertwined with yours. Imagine the confused aura of someone who sleeps

with multiple people and carries around these multiple energies? What they may not

realize is that others can feel that energy which can repel positive energy and attract

negative energy into your life.”

– Lisa Chase Patterson

“There is always a drawing of [occult] vital forces from one to another in all human social

mixture that takes place automatically. Sex is one of the most powerful ways of each

drawing upon the other’s vital force, or of one drawing the other’s, which also often

happens in a one-sided way to the great detriment of the “other”. In the passage come

many things good and bad, elation, feeling of strength and support, in�ltration of good or

bad qualities, interchange of psychological moods, states and movements, depressions,

exhaustion – the whole gamut. People don’t know it – which is a mercy of God upon them

https://veilofreality.com/spirit-possession-syndrome/


– but when one gets into a certain yogic consciousness, one becomes very much aware

and sensitive to all this interchange and action and reaction, but also one can build a wall

against, reject etc.

People who have desires add to the mental formation a kind of small envelope, a vital

shell which gives it a still greater reality. These people are usually surrounded by a

number of tiny entities which are their own formations, their own mental formations

clothed with vital force, which come all the time to strike them to try to make them realize

materially the formations they have made.

You have perhaps read the books of Maurice Magre. He describes this; he had come

here, Maurice Magre, and we spoke and he told me that he had always noticed – he was

highly sensitive – he had always noticed that people who have [excessive/pathological]

sexual desires are surrounded by a kind of small swarm of entities who are somewhat

viscous and rather ugly and which torment them constantly, awakening desire in them.

He said he had seen this around certain people. It was like being surrounded by a swarm

of mosquitoes, yes! But it is more gross, and much uglier still, and it is viscous, it is

horrible, and it turns round and round the person and gives him no peace, and it

awakens in him the desire that has formed these entities and they batten on it. It is their

food. This is absolutely true. His observation was quite correct. His vision was very true. It

is like that. The sex-vampire eats up the other’s vital and gives nothing or very little.”

– The Mother, from “The Hidden Forces of Life (Integral Yoga) – Selections from the works of Sri

Aurobindo and the Mother (https://veilofreality.com/the-hidden-forces-of-life-by-sri-

aurobindo/)“

“Vast beings, living for thousands of years in your terms, make their living ruling and

parenting you, seeking their value from you because you have considered yourselves

valueless and purposeless. Those who would rule you on the physical and

multidimensional planes understand the power of your genitals to create life, pleasure,

pain, and death. They use your genitals as doorways without you even realizing it.

https://veilofreality.com/the-hidden-forces-of-life-by-sri-aurobindo/


You are re-gridding Earth and changing the frequency so that one-by-one lights go on and

�elds of energy are established. You must learn how to stop feeding those vampires who

suck your energies, from the astral planes, from the dimensions, and from on and under

the Earth herself. Your sexuality and how it is used are the key elements.

It is in this very deep part of your regenerative self, your sexual organs, the core of your

being, that many of the main problems lie, problems so dark, so secret that no one would

dare speak of them. Yet they must be revealed. To relinquish power over your sexual

organs is truly to abdicate the power of living.

By power we mean a sense of connectedness and accountability, the maturity to know

when to express yourself sexually and when not to…..First you must make peace with the

sexual organs of your being because it is here that life springs forth….And most of all,

seek to understand the power of your sexuality, to infuse its expression only with love, for

sex without love is truly not worth experiencing.

Within the sexual frequency, you exchange with one another. So if you are bonding

yourself and chemically exchanging with a person who is not of your likeness, you are

taking on their garbage because you are exchanging energy quite intimately. Even if you

don’t want to be with this person, the sexual experience stays with you because you have

had an electromagnetic exchange.”

– Barbara Marciniak, Bringers of the Dawn/Family of Light

“In several of the cases, individuals reported feeling that their partner was some kind of

conduit or host being overshadowed or temporarily possessed by another spirit.

In the case of Wiz and Koral, Wiz experienced a twisting, contorting knot in his solar

plexus area after having sex with Koral. As the relationship progressed, he became

confused, exhausted, and depressed. Even after he and Koral broke up, Wiz continued to

experience paranormal activity and unusual dreams, as if a dark force followed him

around, sucking his energy. He reported this to me years after the relationship ended,

and could feel a distinct energy-draining sensation between his shoulder blades, as if an



entity had become attached to the back of his heart chakra area. This often happened in

conjunction with sexual “astral attacks” in which he believed his sexual energy was being

siphoned by predatory inter dimensional entities.

What could be happening with the Dark Side of Cupid is an indirect form of psychic

feeding. One partner tends to have the greater psychic vampire features, but instead of

being a direct, consciously feeding vampire, the partner is used as a sort of portal for an

interdimensional, parasitic entity. The Dark Cupid is accessing the two lovers’ energy

through some kind of mediated energy transfer. The question may then be, “Is Cupid, or

whomever is behind this mask, a psychic vampire?”

One of the disconcerting issues that Dixon brought up with deep psychic feeding or

communion with a vampire is the permanent psychic link that will be maintained with the

donor or unwitting partner. This powerful connection is often felt as true love for the one

being fed upon. For the vampire, the partner may be nothing more than an energy �x or

addiction. This may result in unrequited love for the unfortunate ones caught in the nest

of psychic feeders, as unintentional as it may be. A hazardous by-product of psychic

vampire sexual feeding, is a powerful connection which feels like one’s true love or soul

mate. Hence, the counterfeit soul-mate connection.

Sexual chemistry and sexual intercourse itself is also a preferred method of creating a

powerful link for psychic feeding. It is very important to not participate in the

normalization of sexual behaviors that are not based in mutual respect and deep

reverence.

This may sound prudish but I do think human sexuality is powerful and threatening to the

dark forces and they use normalizing sexual deviance and loose sexual behaviors to

destroy people and to prevent the true spiritual potential of human sexually from being

realized and enjoyed. There is no comparison when sacred sexuality is honored, realized

and or known. Lower forms of sexuality are then obviously repulsive, low and degrading

to every person involved.

Having the good sense to set appropriate boundaries, �nding and addressing our blind

spots and past traumas that create unconscious reactions and developing the capacity

for highly evolved skills of discernment is of extraordinary importance. If we have not



addressed our own blind spots and unconscious triggers or do not have a clear sense of

what is really going on, this can be one of the easiest ways that narcissists and entities

can use to take and misuse our energy.”

– Eve Lorgen (http://evelorgen.com/wp/), The Dark Side of Cupid

Art by Alex Grey: Demons and Deities draining from the Milky Pool (feeding o� sexual

energy)

http://evelorgen.com/wp/


“Natural hormonal enthusiasm aside, for many people, sexual fantasy is their greatest

weakness. Neg-induced sexual fantasies are a powerful control device. If sexual fantasies

and urges arise frequently and for no apparent reason, they are probably Neg (negative

entities) related. For example, if a sexual fantasy arises in the middle of [mundane

activities], one should be suspicious of its source. If the urge to act sexually on such a

spontaneous fantasy is obsessively strong, this is probably a Neg-related compulsion. If

spontaneous fantasies are frequent and powerful, Negs are most likely involved. While

such fantasies and urges may sound amusing, they can also ruin lives.

Neg attachments often form during childhood. When children begin masturbating, this is

a prime time for the development of Neg associations and attachments. When young

persons begin masturbating, they scan their memories for the most powerful erotic

imagery possible. At this point, Negs can carry out psychological conditioning by

telepathically transmitting and arti�cially empowering particular erotic scenarios. Negs

will powerfully stimulate the genital chakra when Neg-chosen fantasies are used. Negs

will numb the genital chakra when transmitted fantasies are not used. Through simple

reward and punishment— positive and negative reinforcement—Neg-chosen sexual

preferences and fantasies are implanted. This process can produce a range of sexual

problems, including gender issues.

Unusual sexual arousal and urges can be involved with some cases of possession. These

urges can be guilt-inducing or reward-and-punishment devices. Permission can also be

“involved, because each time urges are given into, Neg controls are reinforced. Most Neg

types will use sex in some way or other because sex is a great weakness in some

people. Neg-induced sexual fantasies are reinforced with direct stimulation of the genital

energy center, which is extremely powerful. Over time, sexuality can even be altered by

Negs. They reinforce particular types of sexual fantasies and weaken others. Natural

sexual inclination and orientation can, in this way, be compromised.”

– Robert Bruce, The Practical Psychic Self-Defense Handbook

“Anyone who has any knowledge of the esoteric aspect of sex knows that union is as

much etheric as physical. It is this fact which constitutes the real di�erence between

normal union and self-abuse, and explains why the former is vitalising and harmonising,



and the latter is exhausting and nerve-wrecking. May we not conceive it possible for

anyone who can project the etheric body, or a being whose densest vehicle is etheric, to

play a part in unions under certain conditions? And if we accept the theory of

mediumship, or of obsession(possession), which is a pathological form of mediumship,

what shall we say concerning the possibility of a union while one or other of the partners

is under control? What maimer of soul might come through into incarnation under such

conditions?

Medieval tradition recognized two classes of demons which invade sleep, and called them

Incubi and Succubi. These were held to be responsible for lascivious dreams. Modern

psychology discounts their services and looks nearer home. The psychic, however, is of

the opinion that there is something in the old belief, and that the lustful imaginings of

men’s hearts (and women’s too, for that matter) do indeed produce arti�cial elementals

according to the method described in a previous chapter, and that these elementals are

something more than subjective images, and have an objective etheric existence and play

their part in the genesis of certain experiences.

For instance, a person may have dreams and phantasies of a lascivious nature, and these

may give rise to their characteristic thought-forms; these thought-forms, now existing

independently of the mind that originally conceived them, and being in the aura of that

person, give him suggestion just as any other thought-forms projected telepathically from

the mind of another person might do. We little realize the extent to which we give

ourselves telepathic suggestion by means of extruded thought-forms. We are, in fact,

ensphered by our own atmospheres, emanated by ourselves.

It is well known that orgasm takes place in dreams, accompanied by appropriate dream-

pictures. The ancients believed that such an experience was due to the action of demons.

Moderns believe it to be due to physical tension. It is not so generally known that there

are people, both male and female, who can produce the same reaction at will solely by

means of day-dreams. May we not ask ourselves whether it cannot also be produced by

means of telepathic suggestion, and whether this may not have played a part in the

operations of many covens?”

– Dion Fortune, Psychic Self-Defense 



“For years I was a practicing sexual empowerment coach helping women take back their

sexuality after experiencing sexual trauma and abuse. One of my teachings at the time

was called “Sex Magic”. I would teach women how to generate their sexual energy and

encode it with an intention to manifest anything they desired. At the time I had no idea

that I was actually teaching a self-absorbed, narcissistic, ego-driven practice that would

induce a form of separation consciousness.

In Ancient Egypt, Sex Magic was a powerful ritual where a couple would lay on an altar

and have multiple people surround them while they generated their sexual energy and

made love. It was set with the intention for the ones gathered around to witness and

absorb the life force energy while gaining power from the couple’s ecstasy. Contracts and

spells were made to bind energies together which would o�er the priests and priestess’s

greater power and psychic abilities. Over time this ritual became tainted and the energies

of greed and lust distorted the energy �elds. The desire to rule over others began to

poison the intention and soon many were mislead and manipulated to assist unknowingly

in an o�ering to serve the Priest heads of these temples. In our modern-day, this can

relate to unconscious people giving their power away to corporate, religious and political

organizations who have tendencies to manipulate them using similar magic and mind

control techniques.



Many tantric schools and practitioners are still teaching and practicing forms of Sex Magic

to this day. Sex magic is bene�cial, clear, and good when we are using our sexual energy

and life force to co-create healing for our planet, sending love into our bodies, praying for

animals, our brothers and sisters, and supporting the greater good of all. However, when

it is being taught and used to manifest materialistic objects, new clients, dream vacations,

new lovers, more �nancial wealth, etc, this is where it turns into black magic and

welcomes the spirits connected to the energies of greed and lust to feed o� the souls

participating in this kind of ritual.

Black magic is a ritual performed out of alignment with Natural Law, which is the body of

Universal and immutable laws that govern the consequences of human behavior (Karma).

These rituals work by manipulating energy in a way that enacts intentions to gain power

over individuals or objects for personal gain. It is an energetic exchange where the life

force energy is siphoned by these handlers i.e- Priests, Mentors, Spiritual Guides,

Shaman’s, CEO’s, and/or any individuals in a position of power and in turn, your

materialistic desires are manifested into your life through these handler’s hidden

agenda’s. You may believe you are evolving rapidly but this is how these practices work to

control you. You become entrapped in an illusion and seduced by greed, lust, and

unhealthy motives while sacri�cing your natural soul’s essence.

So often in today’s media you see women or men selling their products using their sexual

image. Energetically this can be connected to the same energy of these rituals. There is a

desire to make more money, attract more clients, be seen, and gain personal power. The

body is consciously or unconsciously used as a way to seduce and entice others to read

or apply into what is being o�ered. There has been so much distortion around our sexual

energy over time that you have to be extremely clear within yourself or you can

manipulate people into your o�ering and welcome denser energies and handler spirits to

control them through your image.

This has a great price to pay if you are leading others out of alignment within Natural Law.

(I know, because I have personally been through the atonement process… I had to

experience deep and intense feelings of shame, guilt, fear, despair, loneliness and many

other emotions to release myself of these energetic agreements. Once I woke to see the

truth I had to let go of my work, my pride, and truly face the wounds underneath my

actions to free my soul of these binds.)



As energy is constantly being ampli�ed over time I feel it is important to bring awareness

to these rituals happening within our spiritual communities. The thought-forms

connected to these practices are only gaining more power over our loved ones and I

believe this is something that needs to be majorly addressed at this time.

It is so important that any o�ering or work that is promoting spirituality, sexuality,

shamanism-plant medicine etc be held in a �eld of rightful alignment. This means that

you are embodied fully in the work and that you have permission to carry forward its

lineage. That you are not prostituting yourself and manipulating the �eld with your sexual

energy. That your clients are authentically cared for and that the motive behind the

sharing is not just to make money. Those who exploit and misuse spirituality are

furthering themselves away from true power and are selling themselves to a

commercialized matrix fueled by greed. They believe they are supporting their clients

when they are actually contributing to energies draining their life force and unconsciously

placing them in agreement �elds of entrapment.

The road to hell is paved with good intentions. Be mindful of who you work with along the

way and continue to educate yourself while liberating your soul from these unconscious

agendas.”

– Kelsea Shanai’a Rai

“A couple of weeks ago, I had an interesting conversation with a friend. She shared with

me that, while she was currently in a psychological place where many of the old patterns

and ‘pain body’ su�ering programs had disappeared (or at least were not bothering her

anymore), this one particular problem still persisted, and she could feel that literally

nothing could make it go away. She just felt this weird hum in her navel that drained her

energy and seemed to keep certain programs in place. She kept having this sensation of

feeling very sexual, but it was overwhelming, and she didn’t know how to channel this

energy in a constructive way. Intuitively, she felt that something else was going on.

She went to see a psychic healer who scanned her aura and detected an alien etheric

implant in the area of her navel/second chakra. The psychic told her that this implant has

been put into her at a young age, during a moment of trauma. She said the strong sexual

feelings she experienced were actually a distraction, and that it was not about seeing it



from the perspective of sexual ‘groin’ energy and working with it from that perspective.

This implant was usurping her creative sexual energy (kundalini) in order to block her

from manifesting her potential and, essentially, denying her access to her “mission”. This

is exactly what she experienced in her life: a blockage, a feeling of being stuck. Sexual

energy is creative energy at the end of the day, and it is seated/produced in the second

chakra, the place where the implant was found.

The psychic healer then removed the implant. The woman felt better right away, and the

sensation in her navel region was gone. However, the psychic also told her to keep taking

care of it. Just like in physical surgery, the removal of etheric implants or attachments

creates a “wound” and has its own healing process. The entry point needs to be attended

and healed as well by her taking self-responsibility for the necessary psychological, and

spiritual/esoteric self-work. She also recently realized – through her own intuition and

feedback from the psychic – that she’s a “wanderer” or “star seed”, incarnated in this

particular time with a speci�c mission pro�le.

She remembered the time when this implant was possibly attached to her as a young

child going through some traumatic events in her life. The trauma created the entry point,

hence the trauma itself needs to be healed as well. This also con�rms that “wanderers” or

“lightworkers” are prime targets of these hyperdimensional forces because they are a

threat to their manipulation agenda, and these sensitive people also have di�culty

adjusting to the 3D vibration of physical life. All of this is explored further in this blog

(https://veilofreality.com/2012/04/22/wanderers-purpose-and-esoteric-work-in-this-time-

of-transition/).

The possibility of having an etheric implant – one that can create all kinds of emotions or

“sexual” feelings that actually distract the victim from the real issues, and sucks away their

creative energy at the same time – puts the whole topic of sexuality and cravings into

question, which is a huge subject of its own. Most of us never question why we feel what

we feel, and just tend to act on it (“I’m just horny and very sexual”), when in fact we may

be animated at times by external forces via implants or entities who feed o� of that kind

of energy.”

https://veilofreality.com/2012/04/22/wanderers-purpose-and-esoteric-work-in-this-time-of-transition/


– from INDIVIDUALITY, EMBODIMENT, AND THE ANCHORING OF A HIGHER FREQUENCY

(https://veilofreality.com/2015/04/25/individuality-embodiment-and-the-anchoring-of-a-

higher-frequency/) by Bernhard Guenther
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